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Only the car plate number in allow list can let 

the gate release automatically, and for visitor’s 

car, must require the operator to release the 

gate.



For Visitor’s car, operator can 

set the valid parking time, and 

based on the stay time, 

operator can know the visitor’s 

car parking overtime or not.

If overtime, there is alarm to 

inform.
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Allow list

AB375HKK welcome

Available space：100

Guide screen will display date, 

group type, plate number, 

available space of park
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Doorbell

E3110

Ringer

E9120

Notice：For doorbell, only have swiping card to open the door. 



E3110

APP

E2137

NVMS

Doorbell E3110 can access to Superliveplus

APP, E2137, NVMS at the same time, so 

when visitor press the button, all of them will 

receive the calling notification



E3110
E2137

E2137

E2137

1 doorbell also can be added to multiple 

indoor panel, but you must set the main 

indoor station, and extension. 1 indoor 

panel can have up to 2 extension.



If there are multiple doors require multiple 

doorbell, users can set the main-door station 

for one of doorbells and other as sub-door 

station. 

main door station with 

IP 192.168.54.239

sub door station 

E3110

E3110

E3110

APP E2137 NVMS



E2137

E2137

E2137

E3110

E3110

E3110

Multiple Doorbell E3110 can make combination with multiple indoor 

panel E2137, users can decide the relation between E3110 and E2137.

Which means multiple doorbells can access to one indoor panel, and 

one doorbell also can work with multiple indoor panels.



Super Password to open the door

Face match/Swiping 

card/Combination to open the door

Web menu “        ” to open the 

door







APP

E2137

E2123 or E2223 can access to Superliveplus APP, 

E2137, NVMS at the same time, so when visitor 

press the button, all of them will receive the calling 

notification. But for Superliveplus, we don’t 

recommend it used in apartment as current APP 

can NOT distinguish the room number and one 

device only can be bound by one APP.



E2137

E2137

E2137

1 outdoor station also can be added to 

multiple indoor panel, but you must set 

the main indoor station, and extension. 

1 indoor panel can have up to 5 

extension.



If there are multiple doors require multiple 

outdoor station, users can set the main-door station 

for one of doorbells and other as sub-door station. 

the sub door station number (ranging from 1 to 

99; 0 is main station number by default.

main door station with 

IP 192.168.54.239

sub door station 

E2223

E2223

E2223

APP E2137 NVMS



E2137

E2137

E2137

Multiple outdoor station can make combination with multiple indoor 

panel E2137, users can decide the relation between E2223 and E2137.

Which means multiple outdoor stations can access to one indoor panel, 

and one outdoor station also can work with multiple indoor panels.

Notice: For E2223, if one as main door station, it can have 8 sub door 

stations;  For E2137, if one as main indoor panel, it can have 5 

extension panel.

E2223

E2223

E2223



Wiegand input for card reader

Wiegand output for access control 

host



For the public area of building, there are some places

like distribution room, fountain, are dangerous for 

kids. The AI features of IPC in this system can make 

alarms for this situation in time.



For the public area of building, Parking at those places also is not admitted. The AI camera of this system can detect the illegal parking 

behavior and trigger alarm to manager to deal with.



In one city, there are many kinds of objects, like cat, dog, leaves, shadow, etc., but normally those objects without any

unfriendly behavior to human or this building, so in common situation, those objects’ alarms are no sense of the building.

With this system, it can only trigger alarm for the specific targets(human/vehicle/non-motor vehicle) and it can greatly

improved the alarm accuracy.

reduce false alarm



When the alarm has been triggered, the perimeter protection alarm

camera of this system can actively play audio alarm and flash light

inside of camera to warn the unfriendly object and behavior.



Video surveillance and video intercom work 

together in this system to make a smart building.


